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For Immediate Release
(Orlando, Florida, April 8, 2018) For the past four years, we have worked with Starfish Aquatics Institute to evolve the StarGuard brand
and grow into new markets. As of April 1st, the StarGuard program is now officially a part of the StarGuard ELITE organization with the
completion of the purchase of the StarGuard brand. This is an especially exciting time for our clients and the SGE team.
The Starfish Aquatics team will continue to focus on development of training curriculum, AquaTech, and Starfish Swimming going
forward. Jill White and the rest of the SAI team will work with SGE for the next two years to provide a smooth transition for all clients.
Jill will be a consultant to SGE for the next six years as she continues to pioneer exemplary aquatic training techniques. SAI and SGE
will continue to work together as we strive to continuously improve and provide premier products to our clients.
We are pleased to announce that Wess Long has assumed the role of President for StarGuard ELITE. Wess will provide leadership and
strategic direction for the business unit in handling the day to day responsibilities and duties. Mike Friscia and James Harhi will continue
to provide corporate direction and vision.
Please join me in congratulating Wess on his new role. This is an exciting time to be a part of the StarGuard ELITE team!
About StarGuard ELITE
StarGuard ELITE was formed to provide comprehensive lifeguard training, and a complete aquatic risk prevention system unmatched
in the industry. StarGuard ELITE collaboratively develops and implements client-based Aquatic Risk Prevention solutions that foster
operational integrity. Through solutions steeped in knowledge, experience, passion and inspiration; together we create sustainable
safety cultures that save lives. The leadership at SGE has traveled the world for decades helping aquatic facilities operate at an elite
level regarding safety, training, and risk prevention. We provide experiences that exceed our client and guest expectations. Our
mission is to continuously improve safety and exceed your satisfaction with our quality and service.
About Wess Long
For over 20 years, Wess Long has worked in numerous capacities throughout the aquatics industry driving safety standards and
consistently innovating to evolve aquatic operations. Wess has been a leader at various levels for many of the world's top
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waterparks, including Aquaventure at Atlantis the Palm Dubai, Walt Disney World, and Palace Entertainment's Raging Waters
Sacramento & Raging Waters San Jose. In 2014, Wess joined Innovative Attraction Management and has worked with clients &
projects worldwide from initial conception and construction to consulting for various operations & training. In 2016, Wess began his
role as a key member of the of the StarGuard ELITE Aquatic Risk Prevention program where he applied his operational & training
expertise to the evolution of the program.
Wess has extensive experience throughout aquatic operations and staff training, particularly the areas of Aquatics, Maintenance,
F&B, Human Resources, and Revenue Management. Additionally, he provides expertise with facility design, developing new
operations, and regulatory compliance. Since becoming a Lifeguard instructor in 1998, Wess has trained thousands of lifeguards &
lifeguard instructors for waterparks, resorts, pools, and beaches around the world. Since 2014 Wess has served as Secretary of the
World Waterpark Association's Safety Committee.
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